
Economics 102 The Multiplier Winter 2018

A distinguishing feature of macroeconomics is its explicit recognition of feedback effects, that everything 
affects everything else. This is reflected in the circular flow diagram, in which consumption and other 
components  of  GDP create  income which in  turn  leads  to  consumption.  In  the  most  basic  form we 
subtract one leakage (savings) and add one injection (“I” investment). The book also has ones where they 
subtract taxes and imports and not just savings, and inject exports X and G and not just investment.

That helps us think about feedback effects. An increase in investment  directly increases GDP. That in turn 
boosts our incomes, and with higher incomes, we consume more. However, that’s not on a 1:1 change: 
some of the income that came from higher “I” gets taxed before it reaches our pockets, and we save some, 
and some of our consumption is offset by imports. But we still see “C” rise, which in turn increases GDP, 
which then increases incomes, which increases consumption which…gives us our multiplier.

Is this feedback effect empirically large? In the US context, yes. To check that requires that we build a 
baby model intended to let us do back-of-the-envelope calculations. It suggests the multiplier matters.

(1)  Y = C + I + G + X - IM.  Our starting point is our definition of GDP.
(2) Y income = Y GDP.  Income equals final expenditure. [Detailed models must incorporate depreciation 

and otherwise reflect real-world accounting.]

(3a)YD = (1 - τ)Y. Disposable income is total income (= total GDP) less taxes. Because in the US 
economy most taxes are proportional to income, it makes sense to use a tax rate τ times income.

(3b) C = (1 - s)YD + Tr.  Consumption is endogenous, a function of disposable income less savings 
plus transfer income (such as Social Security).

(3) C =  (1 - s)(1 - τ)Y + Tr.

(4) I  =  I̅.   “I”  investment  is  exogenous,  though  we  know  that  business  investment  is  driven  by 
expectations,  while  new  residential  construction  is  influenced  by  interest  rates.  We  ignore  any 
potential feedbacks through those from GDP to I.

(5) G = G̅. Government consumption is exogenous, determined by policymakers.

(6)  X = X̅. Exports reflect incomes in the rest of the world, not what happens in the US economy.

(7) IM = mY.  Imports are endogenous, a function of domestic GDP and our propensity to import m.

Now we have to substitute (2) through (6) into (1) to get our full multiplier formula.  In particular, (2) and 
(6) matter.  Hence we have:

(7’) Y = C + I + G + X - M =  (1 - s)(1 - t)Y + Tr + I +  G + X - mY.

Collecting all the terms including Y on the left hand side and simplifying (we drop sτ) gives:

Tr + I +  G + X
(7) Y =   -------------------

     m + s + t 
All our exogenous variables (injections) are on top, while the leakages are on the bottom. In the US 
context, order of magnitude, s = 0.05, τ = 0.30 and m = 0.15 so they sum to 0.5, giving a multiplier of 2.



Note also that we can calculate the budget deficit D as:

(8) D = t Y - G - Tr.

The balance of trade B is then:

(9) B = X - M.      [In our more complex version, B = X (e(i), YROW) - m (e(i))Y.]

The multiplier in this extended model is:

(10) 1/(m + τ + s). The multiplier, where we have the propensity to import, the tax rate and the savings 
rate. In the case of Japan, taxes are extremely low and imports (and exports) are also a small share of the 
economy, for convenience let’s call them 0.1 and 0.35. The savings rate s at one was as high as .25 but is 
now closer to 0.04. So if we add these up we get (m + τ + s) ≈ 0.5 for a simple multiplier of 2. This 
happens to be very similar to the US, but very different from continental Europe. For Germany m ≈ 0.3 
and τ ≈ 0.45 so with s ≈ 0.1 we have (m + τ + s) ≈ 0.85 for a much smaller multiplier.. For Belgium 
imports are over 2/3 of GDP and the multiplier is less than 1.

Note that in this model monetary policy has two channels: it depresses investment and it causes the 
exchange rate to appreciate, depressing exports and boosting imports.
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